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 Mission Statement     

The Medi Token’s primary objective is to connect those wanting to help with those needing help 
by fulfilling three main goals:  

1) Reinvent how people donate to charity.  

2) How people support healthcare efforts worldwide.  

3) To create a new phenomenon in the crypto space.  

Doing so, we will be creating real life utility to the world while having fun in the process. 

 

 Background  

Today’s ever changing world is full of problems such as natural disasters and pandemics. 
However, thanks to technology, people now have more ways to see what’s happening in the 
world, and are now looking for ways to help those in need. The team behind Medi Token saw 

that need and realized the crypto space was the best way to empower people with the ability to 

help others. We’re bringing help, relief and hope to the world one token at a time. 

Medi Token was created not only to address current looming issues, but to also reinvent the 

future of giving by becoming an effective method for creating lasting change in the world. The 

crypto space will allow us to provide the most cost effective and transparent way to donate to 

charities and organizations around the world. 

 

 Medi Token / $Medi  

Medi Token, or $Medi, is a token created to revolutionize the way you think about charity in the 

crypto space while providing utility to the world. We are focused on developing a robust 

ecosystem that will allow the holders of $Medi to experience heights never seen before in the 

world of crypto. We aim to do this while saving investors from the rug-pulls, honeypots, and scam 

developers that have plagued the space. Medi Token will become crypto’s first responder for 
those in the real world and crypto world alike.   

Medi Token is an ERC-20 token that will have an audit performed by Certik or another auditing 

firm of the same caliber. Along with the audit, the Medi Token core team is doxxed to give 

investors, holders, and the community an extra layer of transparency and reassurance in the 

project. 



Medi Token will launch on January 15th, 2022. All promoting will be done through word of mouth 

advertising until launch. After launch a heavily strategized marketing campaign will begin.    

Medi Token utilizes a taxation system on each transaction to fund the charity-portion of the 

project, provide incentive to holders, burn current circulating supply, and fund the marketing and 

future development aspects of the project. Below are the tokenomics, current tax rate and 

allocation per buy/sell transaction. Tokenomics are as follows: 

Supply 

 1000 quadrillion max supply (1,000,000,000,000,000,000) 

Buys/Sells (11% tax)  

 1% Burned 

 1% Reflections 

 1% Liquidity 

 3% Charity 

 5% Marketing/Development 

 

 Medi Token Gaming, NFTs, Donations and Future Development  

Medi Token will house a robust gaming library. These games will be Play to Earn (P2E) games, 

and will provide users an opportunity to earn cryptocurrency in the form of Ethereum. Revenue 

generated from these games (in the form of in game purchases) will be added to Medi Token’s 
charity wallet for future donations.   

Along with our P2E games, there will be several collections of NFTs. These various NFTs will serve 

various functions in our ecosystems. More details on NFTs will be made available as the Medi 

Token project grows.    

Donations and charity works will be done in two forms: 1) Community driven and 2) Development 

team driven. Community driven donations/charity works will be selected by the community. 

Development team donations/charity works will be selected by the development team. Some of 

these causes will be health charities, environmental charities, education charities, human 

services, and First Responder initiatives/organizations, just to name a few. All donations and 

causes will be documented and shared with the community via all possible forms of media outlets 

available to the Medi core team. The 1st set of community and development team driven 

donations will be done 30 days after the launch of Medi Token 

Our vision is to launch a vast gaming network that appeals to both cryptocurrency enthusiasts as 

well as those that simply enjoy gaming. Increasing the scope of our user base will be imperative 

to the long-term effectiveness of the project. Also to ensure the longevity of Medi Token a robust 



ecosystem will be created to provide several aspects of utility to the project. Some of these 

utilities will be a Medi staking platform, a Medi blockchain, and a Medi digital wallet. More 

information on these utilities will be made available at a future date. 

 

 Marketing Strategy  

Sharing Medi Token with as many people as possible is a critical component to our vision of 

changing the way people donate and give to charities. Because of this, we have decided to 

allocate the marketing funds collected through the taxes towards hyper-growth marketing 

initiatives that will enable us to quickly become a major player in the industries of charity, gaming, 

and cryptocurrency. Several marketing partnerships have already been secured with many more 

currently in the works. 

The strategies we have in place are designed to optimize our ability to provide life-changing help 

to those that need it. We hope that by reading about our goals and vision that you will help 

spread the message about Medi Token. 

 

 Conclusion  

Medi Token has been designed to revolutionize the way people make an impact through charity. 

Our vision of success will be determined by the impact we make in the world, the value we 

provide to our users, and our ability to show the world the utility cases crypto can provide. We 

are proud of the community we are building, and we look forward to making our vision a reality.   

 

www.meditoken.org 

www.twitter.com/Medi_Token 
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